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QUESTION 1

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

The brightness of the morning; accentuated by the dew on the grass, made George feel much better. 

A. brightness 

B. morning; 

C. grass, 

D. better. 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: A comma is more appropriate than a colon. 

 

QUESTION 2

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

In countries such as China the government is recognizing the advantages of a capitalist market rather than communism
and adjust economic policy accordingly. 

A. capitalist market rather than communism and adjust 

B. capitalist market rather than Communism and adjust 

C. capitalist market rather than a communist market and adjust 

D. capitalist market rather than a communist market and adjusting 

E. Capitalistic market nor a Communist market and adjusting 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The problem with this sentence is in parallel structure. The test is very particular about being consistent
about the forms of words used. So specifically since the sentence refers to a capitalist market, then the sentence must
refer to a communist market -- not communism, which is an ideology rather than a market system in this context. Only
choices "capitalist market rather than Communism and adjust", "capitalist market rather than a communist market and
adjusting" and "Capitalistic market nor a Communist market and adjusting" remain. Choice "Capitalistic market nor a
Communist market and adjusting" commits terrible capitalization (neither "capitalist" nor "communist") mistakes and
structure errors (where does the "nor" fit in? It does not.) Only choice "capitalist market rather than Communism and
adjust" and choice "capitalist market rather than a communist market and adjusting" remain now, but "capitalist market
rather than Communism and adjust" mistakenly capitalizes communism and does not change "adjust" to match the
parallel verb (i.e. recognizing). Choice "capitalist market rather than a communist market and adjusting" uses the right
adjective forms of capitalism and communism, does not make capitalization errors and maintains parallel sentence
structure. 
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QUESTION 3

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Concerns about global warming have grown into actual efforts sanctioned by non-governmental organizations and
governments that not only work to understand global warming and also to prevent it. 

A. understand global warming and also to prevent it. 

B. understand global warming but also to prevent it. 

C. understand global warming yet also to prevent it. 

D. understand global warming but also to prevent its growth. 

E. understand global warming yet also to prevent it\\'s growth. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The original underlined portion is incorrect because of the improper use of the "not only...but also..."
structure. Only choice "understand global warming but also to prevent it" and choice "understand global warming but
also to prevent its growth" use this structure, but choice "understand global warming but also to prevent its growth"
accurately adds "to prevent its growth." The sentence began by discussing growth because global warming is a dynamic
problem that has not just stagnated; it continually has changed. Choice "understand global warming but also to prevent
its growth" corrects the structure and also uses the proper possessive form of it (i.e. its). 

 

QUESTION 4

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Sports commentators often provide informative and witty insight during games that enhance the sports-watching
experience. 

A. enhance the sports-watching experience. 

B. enhance the experience. 

C. enhances the sports-watching experience. 

D. enhances the sports-watching experience for fans. 

E. have enhanced the sports-watching experiences for fans. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The problem with this sentence is that the second action verb (i.e. enhance) needs to be singular (i.e.
enhances) because this verb refers to "insight." Some readers may believe that because there are two characteristics to
the insight (i.e. informative and witty) there should be a plural form of the verb. Choice "enhances the sports-watching
experience" and choice "enhances the sports-watching experience for fans" correct this agreement error of the verb;
however, choice "enhances the sports-watching experience for fans" is wordy. Obviously, fans are the ones who watch
sports, so why restate this. Choice "enhances the sports-watching experience" therefore is most direct and
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grammatically sound. 

 

QUESTION 5

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Who knows who will be the winner? 

A. No error 

B. Whom knows who 

C. Who knew whom 

D. Who knows whom 

E. Whom knows whom 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Since in both cases who is being used as the subject of a clause, this form is correct. 
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